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目標時間

5分

　You are planning to go to a hospital in the UK to see your classmate. You got a reply to your question on the website.

Question: How do I go to the Boxwood Hospital from Poplar Town?
I'm an exchange student from Japan and need to visit the Boxwood Hospital on Saturday or Sunday. Tell me the way to get there.

(Mayumi)

Answer:
I'm in Poplar Town too and go to the hospital some times in a month.

Our town is convenient to the Boxwood Hospital! For the fi rst time, I went there as shown on my smartphone. I took the tube, 
and changed to the SS Line at Maple. This station is very large and it takes fi ve minutes to change trains. At Palm Tree, I 
walked for two minutes and arrived at the bus stop just to fi nd there was no bus on weekends. I went up a hill and arrived at 
the hospital after a 20 minutes' walk. If buses run, it takes just three minutes.

The second time, I took the MM Line at Maple. Transferring to the bus for the hospital took three minutes at Cedar station.

These days, I go there by bus and shuttle bus. At Plum Tree, these buses use the same bus stop. Also, operation of both buses 
is almost linked. A shuttle bus comes just after leaving a bus. There is no waste of time. Even if it takes a little longer, a route 
with fewer transfers is better, right? Don't go to another station with a similar name!

(Nick)

Access to Boxwood Hospital

Poplar Town Station

Boxwood Hospital

Plum Tree Station

Bus
25min

Maple Station

Cedar Station Palm Tree Station

Tube
15min

Bus
3min

Bus
10min

Shuttle Bus
18min

MM Line
10min

SS Line
15min

１　From Nick's answer, you learn that  . 
　　①　the Boxwood Hospital is closed on Sundays
　　②　he went Palm Tree instead of Plum Tree
　　③　he always looks up the shortest route
　　④　he recommends the route not riding trains

〔　　　　　　〕
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２　On weekdays, you may get to the hospital from the Poplar Town station in  minutes at the soonest. (Waiting time does not matter.)
　　①　33
　　②　38
　　③　40
　　④　43

〔　　　　　　〕
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　You will be an exchange student next year. You found the following post written by a student in a UK high school.

I'm Olivia, an exchange student from Netherlands. 
Today I'd like to talk about the interesting topic for 
coming students to study in the UK in the future.

I've heard and read many times that food in the 
UK is very expensive. Is it true? Let's check with me. 
In the UK there are many different supermarkets. 
"STU-group" and "KLM-group" are the most popular. 
In both Groups there are some kinds of shops.

In "STU-group" there are "STU-shop" and "SG-
store". They are not so big but it's enough to buy 
something. Today I bought a soft drink in SG-store 
on my way to school. Also there is "Prime-market" 
in this group. It's a hypermarket and you can find 
everything from food to electronic devices, sports 
equipment, etc. There is also difference in prices in 
these kinds of shops. In small shops prices are a little 
bit more expensive than those in hypermarkets.

Speaking of "KLM-group", there are three 
kinds of  shops ;  "KG-market " (smal l  market ) , 
"K-supermarket"(medium supermarket) and "K-city
market"(hypermarket). They sell things at the same 
prices in this chain.

Also there is "LDL", which is a German chain. 

This shop is popular too and prices are quite 
reasonable. Last month they came to my town!

I usually buy food in Prime-market or LDL for 
one week ahead. Yesterday I bought food in Prime-
market and now I'd like to talk about prices.

There is big variety for each kind of product 
by different prices. Milk can cost from £0.90 per 1 
litre, cheese ― from £4 per kg, bread ― from £0.40 
per package, meat ― from £9 per kg, chicken fillet 
― from £8 per kg, fish ― from £12 per kg, pasta ― 
from £0.70 per 500 grams, tomatoes ― from £2.2 per 
kg, cucumbers ― from £2.5 per kg, bananas ― from 
£1.29 per kg, etc. I think the most important thing 
is how you find products at cheap prices. How are 
prices in the UK for you?

Now let's figure out how much what I bought 
yesterday for one week was (I didn't buy all of the 
above products because I bought some of them in 
LDL last week). I paid £57.72 for 2 big bags of food.

 Can you imagine how the supermarkets in the 
UK are?

Life in UK

1　Put the following events ( ①～④ ) into the order in which they happened.   →  →  → 
　　①　Olivia went shopping to a German chain.
　　②　Olivia went shopping to a hypermarket.
　　③　Olivia did her shopping in a SG-store.
　　④　LDL came to her town.

〔 (a)　　　　　　→ (b)　　　　　　→ (c)　　　　　　　→ (d)　　　　　　〕

２　From Olivia's post, you learn that . 
　　①　the price of one product is the same in KLM-group
　　②　LDL is the most popular in Germany
　　③　STU-group has two kinds of shops
　　④　prices in SG-store is quite reasonable

〔　　　　　　〕

３　 What does Olivia want you to do first after reading her post?　  
　　①　Cancel an exchange student programme in the UK.
　　②　Look for other supermarkets in her town.
　　③　Start saving money for the life in the UK.
　　④　Compare price levels.

〔　　　　　　〕
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　Paul has sent email to your classmate, Shu, and told him that he will come to Japan this summer. You are reading their email exchanges.

Hi, Shu,

I feel so happy that we can meet next month. I have some ideas and questions about the schedule.

My favorite Japanese singer will give a concert on the evening of August 11 in Osaka, so I surely want to go there. As I'm in 
her fan club, I can invite one person for free this time. Will you go and see her concert with me? Also, I've heard that there is a 
famous fireworks display in Niigata. My soccer club friend has seen them and tells me to see them. So, I hope to see them.

I have one thing to ask you. I've studied Japanese conversation for three months, and I want to learn Japanese words as many 
as possible. I'm particularly interested in dialects spoken in Kyoto, Fukuoka and Tsugaru. Is it possible to visit these places to 
hear them?

As you know, in my country, baseball is as popular as in your country. Also, some Japanese players succeed in the Major 
League Baseball. So, I want to watch a baseball game. Yes, I remember you have suggested watching a soccer game. Let's do it 
as well!

I want to enjoy my stay in Japan. Settle a detailed schedule on your side.

Yours,
Paul

Hi, Paul,

Thanks for your email. It's great to hear from you.

I'm surprised to know what you intend to do in Japan! To do all should be impossible because your stay is just 3 days. But I'll 
do my best for you.

I would like to go to the concert with you as I haven't heard her music. Let's enjoy it! From the flight numbers in your last 
email, I learned that you would arrive at HND Airport at 9:20 a.m. We can meet at the international terminal of the airport 
around 30 minutes after your arrival. On meeting, we must leave Tokyo for Osaka.

I think you should see the fireworks display. Do you know fireworks are set off at night? Luckily, a professional baseball game 
is held there during your stay, but the game starts in the evening. For that reason, I request you to accept the suggestion I 
made before. We can watch it in the same prefecture during the daytime, and the schedule for this day should be full.

About dialects, I'm afraid that different kinds of Japanese may confuse you, for you have just started studying it. Above all, we 
don't have time to visit any of the districts you mentioned. Don't worry. I have a good idea.

On the final day, I'll take you to Land Park or Sea Park. The Park with less people around noon should be better. After that, we 
need to take a train which gets to HND Airport before 16:40 not to be late for your plane. Of course, I take it into consideration 
to buy souvenirs for 30 minutes and to check-in 2 hours before the departure time.

I'm really looking forward to seeing you. Check the attached files.

Yours,
Shu

目標時間

8分
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[Attached timetable] 

DN121 KT023 DN123
IAD 9:20 11:30 12:00

HND 7:10 9:20 9:50

DN120 KT022 DN122

HND 16:40 17:10 19:10

IAD 12:58 13:10 15:00

Flight Timetable
IAD -  HND

Flight Timetable

HND -  IAD

Flight No.
Airports

Flight No.
Airports

 

 

[Attached graph]  
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1　Paul will arrive on the number  plane and go back on the number  plane. 

　　①　DN121   ②　KT023   ③　DN123
　　④　DN120   ⑤　KT022   ⑥　DN122

〔(a)　　　　　　〕〔(b)　　　　　　〕

２　Which best completes the draft schedule?　  
　　A : concert   B : fi reworks display  C : baseball game
　　D : soccer game  E : Land Park   F : Sea Park

Draft Schedule for Your Visit

arrival departure
stay stay
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　　①　A → C → B → E
　　②　A → D → B → E
　　③　A → C → B → F
　　④　A → D → B → F

〔　　　　　　〕

３　Unless they miss the expected train, Paul  in HND Airport.
　　①　can select souvenirs with Shu
　　②　should be with Shu
　　③　will wait for Shu
　　④　can see off Shu

〔　　　　　　〕

４　Shu will not take Paul to .
　　①　Fukuoka
　　②　Niigata
　　③　Osaka
　　④　Tokyo

〔　　　　　　〕

５　As Shu's "good idea" about dialects, which would be the most suitable?　
　　①　Read Japanese dictionaries.
　　②　Listen to recorded voices.
　　③　Visit just one of three.
　　④　Meet Shu's friend.

〔　　　　　　〕


